
Send us your smile! 
The Dr. Csepregi Hotváth János Közös Igazgatású Közoktatási Intézmény 

promulgates an international children photo, film and drawing competition for 
kindergarten pupils and children at age of primary school between 3-15 years. 

Topic: Send us your smile 
Show your smile. What causes your happiness? Why are the children happy? Draw it, 

make a photo of it or make a film about it. 
Let us smile together. Make each other happy. 

Drawing 
Terms of competition: 
Every student can only take part with personal a creation, the topic of creation, the technical solution is 
optional, the size of creation must be maximum A/3, regarding, drawing or art work. 
The school should send a cumulative list about creations. 
On every creations’ back page must be: the title of creation, the creator’s name, their age, their 
class, their school, their teachers’ name who helped the competitors with the preparation. 
The age groups are following in the competition: 

Kindergarten pupils, class 1-2, class 3-4, class 5-6, class 7-8, 

Photo, Film 
We advertise these two categories for upper school students. Every student can only take part with 

a personal creation. Pick a topic or subject, and you can record your ideas on photo or photo series! 
Requirements: digitally produced up to 3 photos that can be viewed in itself as a creation, or series of 
maximum 3-10 photos, that must be in at least in 5 megapixels size, in jpg or tip format. 

Show your smile, in a film shortly, maximum in 5 minutes, or the cause, subject of your smile. 
We consider the creativity and the technique of the creation. We ask to send us your film in the best 
picture and sound quality on a DVD. We will show the best creations on the ceremony of results 
announcements. 
Next to every creation must be written: the title of creation, the creator’s name, their age, 
their class, their school, their teachers’ name who helped the competitors with the 
preparation. 
The films and photos compete in other categories; we award them apart from the others. 
In every category we determine places, where children can win books and drawing equipments for 

their beautiful work. 
Deadline of sending the creations is: 2009. November 2 (Friday) 

Sending in Address: Dr. Csepreg Horváth János Közös Igazgatású Közoktatási Intézmény,  
Hungary 9735 Csepreg, Nádasy Street 10 
Responsible person for the competition: 

Katalin Hetyésy, from who can give further information. (email: hetyesykatalin@t-
online.hu) 

The and the exhibition open: 2009 November 20 (Friday) 
We wish successful preparation and good work to every candidate-student. 


